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Abstract
Modeling and simulation of mobile working machine powertrain
This thesis deals with dynamic model creation of four wheel drive mobile working
machine. The goal of the thesis is to create powertrain model of mobile working machine.
The hydrostatic transmission part of the model was supplied by the Sauer-Danfoss company.
The model of mobile working machine was created in MATLAB-Simulink environment.
The thesis is also devoted to selection of hydrostatic transmission control type and design
of control algorithm. An output is mathematical and physical powertrain model of four
wheel drive mobile working machine with hydrostatic transmission control algorithm in
MATLAB-Simulink environment.
Key words: mobile working machine, powertrain, hydrostatic transmission, control
algorithm, simulation, modeling, model, MATLAB-Simulink
Abstrakt
Modelovanie a simulácia pohonu mobilného pracovného stroja
Táto diplomová práca sa zaoberá vytvorením dynamického modelu mobilného pracovného
stroja. Cie©om práce je vytvorenie blokového modelu pohonu ²tvorkolesového mobilného
pracovného stroja. Model hydrostatického prevodu bol dodaný ﬁrmou Sauer-Danfoss.
Model mobilného pracovného stroja bol vytvorený v programe MATLAB-Simulink. Dal²ou
£as´ou práce je výber typu riadenia hydrostatického prevodu a návrh riadiaceho algoritmu
hydrostatického prevodu. Výstupom práce je blokový matematicko-fyzikálny model pohonu
²tvorkolesového mobilného pracovného stroja spolu s riadiacim algoritmom hydrostatického
prevodu v prostredí MATLAB-Simulink.
K©ú£ové slová: mobilný pracovný stroj, pohon, hydrostatická prevodovka, riadiaci
algoritmus, simulácia, modelovanie, model, MATLAB-Simulink
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1 Introduction
A shortening of the product development time indicates a signiﬁcant progress over the last
decade. However there are still capabilities for improvement in this product development
sphere. One of them is application of mechatronics, which can give producers decisive trad-
ing advantage.
The mechatronics is an integration of electrotechnical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneu-
matic, control and computer systems knowledge during product development and manu-
facturing. The mechatronics uses combination of actuators, sensors, control systems and
computers in order to obtain synergic eﬀect. The application of mechatronics achieves short
development time, reduces costs, increases quality, safety and performance. It comes out
from deﬁnition that it is necessary for this ﬁeld to have basic knowledge from various tech-
nical disciplines and possibility of team co-operation.
The basic tool for development of mechatronics products is computer simulation. Gene-
rally the computer simulation allows primary to reduce time and development costs of new
product. A growth of the computing power and accessibility of specialized software make
complex simulations possible and subsequently prepare conditions for mechatronics that con-
siders the product complexly. It can be assumed, that the mechatronics will obtain more
importance with gradual hardware and software development for computer simulations.
Modern mobile working machines are integration of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic,
electric and electronic systems. Therefore they belong to mechatronics products as well as
each modern product.
The computer simulations in the mobile working machine industry belong to main tools
by development of the new product. The computer simulations provide mainly testing of
new ideas, various working conditions, systems and control algorithms. They predict be-
havior of whole system even before the ﬁrst prototype of new product is created or tested.
An optimization is reason for using simulations too. The optimization process is aimed to
decreasing of production and operating costs. At last years a subject of interest is also de-
creasing of environment load.
Despite of fast development of computational tolls it is the simulation engineer, who
has to solve technical part of the simulated problem. It is about searching of compromise
between model complexity, speed, model accuracy and stability. This thesis tries to describe
one of the possible ways how to design controls of mobile working machines.
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2 Problem formulation and thesis
goals
2.1 Problem formulation
Typical features of mobile working machine powertrain is energy transfer from energy source
to energy consumer and energy conversion during this transfer, energy loses are important
mainly from economic and ecological point of view.
The hydrostatic transmission (HST) control of mobile working machine (MWS) allows
inﬂuencing of vehicle's operating characteristics. It means eﬀective energy utilization.
A properly designed HST control algorithm reduces fuel consumption, emission and
operation costs of MWM with preservation of required power during working mode.
Mobile working machines work in the several modes. Each mode is oriented to
diﬀerent operation factor. Most frequently it is fuel consumption and power. From physical
dependence between fuel consumption and power it comes out that the control algorithm
design is based on searching compromise between power and fuel consumption in speciﬁc
working mode. For this reason the control algorithm design of MWM is diﬃcult and
requires complex approach.
In most cases it is necessary to crate dynamic model of MWM. Its creation is determined
by extensive knowledge of vehicle's physical behavior.
2.2 Thesis goals
• Creation of four wheel drive model of mobile working machine with modular structure
in MATLAB-Simulink enviroment.
• Design of hydrostatic transmission control algorithm of mobile working machine.
• Simulation and analyzing of various working conditions of selected mobile working
machine.
13
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3 Mobile working machines (MWM)
If we take a look at theory of cars and trucks in comparison with mobile working machines
we ﬁnd out that not many authors write about mobile working machines as about complex
systems. Mobile working machines focused on hydraulic energy transfer are analyzed mainly
by Ku£ík, Stráºovec and Kri²²ák [14]. Baver [2] deals with agriculture mobile working
machines. There were used mainly references [14], [2], [13], [12], [20], and [21] in this chapter.
3.1 Deﬁnition and decomposition of mobile working
machines
The mobile working machine is machine intended for a transport and material manipulation.
This machine is equipped with mobile chassis, which allows machine's movement in terrain
but also on public roads with higher than technological speed.
The mobile working machines can be divided by several standards [14]. For ex-
ample by type of chassis:
• Wheeled.
• Crawler.
• Walking.
Another standard is application of MWM:
• Building, road-building and ground machines.
• Transport machinery and vehicles equipped with work functions.
• Forest and agriculture machines.
• Rail mobile working machines.
• Military and other special machines.
It is possible to ﬁnd more information in reference [14].
A design of mobile working machines is very diﬀerent and depends on the type
and application of MWM [14]. Basically each MWM consists of:
• Engine with equipment.
• Gear mechanism.
• Driving and steering mechanism.
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• Work functions.
• Control mechanism.
• Operator workstation.
3.2 Energy transfer and energy conversion
Deﬁnitions of following terms are important for physical model analysis [14].
Powertrain is a device intended for machine or machine part actuation with ﬁ-
nal speciﬁed movement state. In general: In all the types of powertrains is energy transfer
or energy conversion.
Energy transfer is transfer of energy from place of energy abundance (source,
engine) to place of energy consumption (machine wheel) in the delimitated part of the area.
This area is intended and created for this purpose. There are also special cases of energy
transfer (from wheel to engine). These cases, occurring by special working conditions, are
analyzed in another chapter.
Energy conversion is a process of physical energy conversion to another form.
For example in the combustion engine (CE) it is conversion from chemical to mechanical
form or in the pump it is conversion from mechanical to hydraulic form. The energy
conversion is usually related with change of power (energy) carrier.
Power (energy) converter is a device, which performs energy conversion from
one energy type to a another energy type. The energy conversion is typical for mechatronic
systems. An analogy between hydraulic and electrical systems could be found. Some
hydraulic machines can act like generators or motors as well as some electrical machines. A
working mode determination depends on direction of the energy transfer. The direction of
energy transfer is not exactly determinated. For example motor can act like generator in
special conditions and generator can act like motor.
Energy transfer is a process, by which transferred energy is converted from
one energy carrier to another energy carrier where these carriers could by same or diﬀerent.
There are energy losses in areas of the transfer. These losses are mainly caused by energy
conversion to unwanted heat eventually it can be caused by energy carrier loss (in the
hydraulic systems the carrier loss is caused by leakage).
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3.3 Conﬁguration of mobile working machine power-
train
The typical conﬁguration of most MWM is shown in Figure 3.1. The powertrain of MWM
consists of three basic parts [14]:
• Source of mechanical energy with equipment.
• Gear mechanism with equipment.
• Control system with equipment.
Figure 3.1: Basic parts of MWM powertrain
Source of mechanical energy - driving engine is a technical device, which
performs a task of mechanical energy source. It is power converter in which the energy
from source (diesel, petrol, gas and electric energy) is converted to mechanical energy. The
most commonly used driving engine is diesel four-stroke engine eventually petrol engine or
electric motor. A usage range of diesel engine or another driving engine type is very limited.
For this reason an application of the gear mechanism is necessary.
Mechanical energy source of MWM is also used as the power source for work functions
of the machine. The gear mechanism is also used for energy distribution from engine to
output powertrain components. These components are driving wheels, linear hydromotors
of work functions and other energy consumers [14].
Gear mechanism is a device with is able to transform power variables (torque,
speed) in the way which is suitable for driving engine and also for required power param-
eters of the MWM. The gear mechanism is a combination of the gear components. The
17
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input and output of gear mechanism is a shaft. The most frequently used gear components
are gear wheels, mechanical clutches, pumps, motors, hydraulic torque converters and
hydrodynamics clutches [14]. The gear mechanism functions are:
• Machine drive away.
• Change of machine travel direction.
• Interruption of power transfer (neutral gear),
• Braking with engine.
Hydrostatic transmission used in MWM allows continuous gear ratio change. Combina-
tion of HST and other gearing components increases rapidly gear ratio range in comparison
with mechanical transmissions [14]. These features give hydrostatic transmission deﬁnitive
advantage in the MWM technology.
Control system with equipment is essential part of each MWM powertrain.
The control is such acting on the system, which provides demanded system behavior. The
full automatization of MWM control is not possible because of non-recurring working cycle.
The control of powertrain output variables: speed and torque is provided most frequently
by combination of combustion engine and gear mechanism [14].
With current progress in electronics and application of mechatronics into MWM it is
possible to increase quality and eﬃciency of complex system including control system which
has great inﬂuence on MWM behavior.
3.4 Hydrostatic transmission (HST) of mobile working
machine
Hydrostatic transmission of MWM is a mechanism, which uses pressure energy of ﬂuid for
energy transfer. The simplest conﬁguration of HST consists of one pump and one motor
with equipment. The advantage of HST is ability to change gear ratio continuously. This
feature allows smooth motion and reduces number of mechanical gears [14].
The primary advantages of HST are continuous gear ratio change, simple transfer
of big torque, high power density, simple reversing of drive and reliability. The primary
disadvantages of HST powertrain are overall lower eﬃciency, higher price and dependence
on parameters of used hydraulic oil.
The Figure 3.2 shows closed hydraulic circuit of HST produced by Sauer-Danfoss,
concretely with bent axis variable displacement motor and swashplate variable displacement
pump.
A description of oil circulation during forward MWM drive is following: The variable
displacement motor converts mechanical energy to pressure energy. The hydraulic oil is
transported from pump to motor thought high pressure loop of closed circuit. In the motor
the pressure energy of oil is converted back to mechanical energy. The oil is transported
18
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from motor to pump thought low pressure loop. This is a normal working cycle of HST.
The displacement change is provided by servo cylinder. The other parts of HST circuit
are charge pump, oil reservoir, heat exchanger, relief valves and multi-functional valves . . .
This conﬁguration allows four quadrant operations: two directions of rotating and two
directions of driving/braking torque. The gear ratio change is realized by changing of pump
or motor displacement. An Increase of the motor torque is possible with motor displacement
increase. Increase of the motor speed by motor is possible with motor displacement decrease
[10].
The reverse drive of MWM (equipped with HST) is realized by negative pump swash
angle. The braking mode is based on the changed function of pump and motor. The
maximal braking eﬀect can be obtained by reverse mode setting. In this case the maximal
braking eﬀect is limited by setting of relief valve. The braking mode of HST reduces
demands on the braking capabilities of diesel engine [14].
Figure 3.2: Sauer-Danfoss hydrostatic transmission [22]
3.5 Design of hydrostatic transmission powertrain
The basic design of hydrostatic transmission is based on the determination of working con-
ditions, machine application and customer demands. The aim of HST powertrain design is
optimalization of power and cost decreasing by suitable components selection. For calcula-
tion following data (common delivered by machine producer) are important:
19
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• Input parameters:
1. Machine type - application.
2. Engine characteristics (power vs speed and torque vs speed).
3. Vehicle mass mCoG (loaded and unloaded).
4. Wheel radius rw (dynamic).
• Demand output parameters:
1. Maximal tractive force Fmax.
2. Maximal vehicle speed vmax.
3. Maximal grade ability δ.
The slope angle θ can be written as:
θ = arctan
(
δ
100
)
. (3.1)
The total tractive force Fw required for vehicle movement (air resistance and acceleration
resistance are neglected) is:
Fw = mCoG· 9.81·
(
sin(θ) + cos(θ)· fr
)
, (3.2)
where fr is rolling resistance coeﬃcient. In the case of heavy force Fw, it must be limited by
adhesive conditions. The next step is detemination of corner (apparent) power:
PC = Fw· vmax. (3.3)
The total gear ratio includes HST and mechanical transmission gear ratio. The gear
ratio of complex gearing mechanism (RGM) can be described by following equation:
RGM =
PC
Pmax· ηGB· ηHST , (3.4)
where Pmax is maximal engine power, ηGB is gearbox eﬃciency (normally 0.85-0.9) and ηHST
is HST eﬃciency (normally 0.85). The HST gear ratio (RHST) is described by following
equations:
RHST =
Z
√
RGM, (3.5)
RHST = R
P·RM, (3.6)
where Z is number of speed gears, RP is pump gear ratio range and RM is motor gear ratio
range. The equation (3.6) gives presumption of pump and motor gear ratio combination
in dependence on customer demands. However some rules existing for pump and motor
selection. These rules are shown in Table 3.1.
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HST gear ratio range Pump Motor
RHST ≤ 3.5 Variable displacement pump Constant motor
RHST ≤ 7 Variable displacement pump Swashplate motor
RHST ≤ 12 Variable displacement pump Bent axis motor
Table 3.1: Rules for motor and pump selection
Selection of pump and motor type is next step of motor frame selection. This selection
is based on the corner motor power PMC which can be obtained from:
PMC = RHST·Pmax. (3.7)
After determination of motor corner power and selection of correspondent motor size
(with greater corner power than computed) is necessary to calculate motor maximal torque
(TMmax) and wheel maximal torque T
W
max:
TMmax =
V Mmax·∆p· ηMmh
2· pi , (3.8)
TWmax = mCoG· 9.81·µL· rw, (3.9)
where V Mmax is maximal motor displacement, ∆p is pressure diﬀerence, η
M
mh (0.93-0.98) is motor
mechanical-hydraulic eﬃciency and µL is longitudinal friction coeﬃcient. The mechanical
(ﬁrst) speed gear ratio i1 can be obtained from:
i1 =
TW
TMmax· ηGB
. (3.10)
The ηGB presents mechanical gearbox eﬃciency. The maximal motor speed nMmax can be
obtained from:
nMmax =
vmax· i2
0.377· rw , (3.11)
where i2 is second speed gear ratio. Speed gear ratios can be derived from demand maximal
speed for each gear number. If the selection of motor is complete then following step is
pump frame selection. Here is not easy situation as in motor frame selection. There are
three possible ways for frame size (V Pmax) selection (only one and two speed gearboxes are
used):
• Constant pump:
V Pmax =
V Mmax·nMmax
nPmax
· 1
ηPv
, (3.12)
• Variable displacement pump:
V Pmax =
V Mmax·nMmax
RM·nPmax
· 1
ηPv
, (3.13)
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• Variable displacement pump with two speed gearbox:
V Pmax =
V Mmax·nMmax
RM·nPmax
· v
1
max
v2max
· 1
ηPv
, (3.14)
where nPmax is maximal pump (engine) speed, η
P
v is volumetric pump eﬃciency, v
1
max is max-
imal vehicle ﬁrst gear speed and v2max is maximal vehicle second gear speed. The last step
of HST design is determination of minimal pump displacement (V Pmin) from equation
V Pmin =
V Pmin·nPmax
nMmax
· ηPv . (3.15)
The issue of HST powertrain design is very wide. Previous equations serve for approx-
imated calculation. The ﬁnal powertrain design is depending on the customer/producer
demands and experiences. Equations in this Section (3.5) were taken from [14].
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4 Model of mobile working machine
in MATLAB-Simulink
The main purpose of the model of mobile working vehicle in MATLAB-Simulink is to test
control algorithm of HST. Only few authors write about the dynamic modeling of complex
MWM. Tinker developed detailed mathematical and physical powertrain model of wheel
loader [24]. The dynamic models of powertrain are modeled in the thesis: Carter [6],
Prasetiawan [17] and Zangh [30].
For dynamic modeling of MWM following literature can be used: references focused
on car modeling: Vlk [26], Bauer [2], Kiencke and Nielsen [11], Rill [18]. Another useful
reference is work written by Guzzella and Amstutz [8]. This work is focused on the fuel
consumption of hybrid vehicles. Primary an object of all above mentioned references is not
MWM, but these works deal with vehicles in general.
4.1 Powertrain model structure of mobile working ma-
chine
The Figure 4.2 shows one of possible powertrain structures of MWM. An each block - sub-
system is equivalent to particular physical structure in the powertrain of MWM. A divid-
ing of the powertrain into subsystems allows modular assembling of MWM powertrain in
MATLAB-Simulink. The modular structure allows components conﬁguration in dependence
on the type of MWM. The selected powertrain structure is equivalent to powertrain structure
used in telescopic loaders (manipulators). For example telehandler GTH - 5519 is shown in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Telehandler GTHTM-5519 produced by GENIU [ www.robinrents.com/]
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Figure 4.2: The selected powertrain structure of MWM: 1 -diesel engine, 2 -pump, 3 -motor,
4 -clutch, 5 -gearbox, 6 -central diﬀerential gear, 7 -front diﬀerential gear, 8 -front left wheel,
9 -front right wheel, 10 -rear diﬀerential gear, 11 -rear left wheel, 12 -rear right wheel.
4.2 Power transfer analysis of MWM powertrain
By modeling of MWM following variables must be determined:
• Variables or signals acting from environment to individual subsystems.
• Variables or signals acting from individual subsystems to environment.
The mechatronic systems operate with kinematic and power variables. The variables velocity
and force (angular velocity and torque) are important for MWM powertrain simulation. The
variables ﬂow and pressure are important for HST analyzing.
The reciprocal action of kinematic and power variables in MWM powertrain is shown
in Figure 4.3. The variables and signals present input and output data coming to and from
individual model subsystems. The direction of vehicle movement is deﬁned by the sign of
wheel's speed. The positive value of speed belongs to vehicle forward drive. The negative
value of speed belongs to vehicle reverse drive. Analogous to the motoring mode (for example
during vehicle acceleration the energy is transferred from engine to wheel) the value of the
wheel's output torque is positive. During braking mode (for example during downhill drive
the energy is transferred from wheel to engine) the value of the wheel's torque is negative.
In the case of MWM ﬂat (2D) model the powertrain consists of front and rear axle
(wheel), central diﬀerential gear (transfer gear), gearbox, hydrostatic transmission and diesel
engine.
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Figure 4.3: Powertrain structure of MWM with kinematic and power variables direction : 1 -diesel engine, 2 -pump, 3 -motor
(Connection of pump and motor presented HST), 4 -clutch, 5 -gearbox, 6 -central diﬀerential gear, 7 -front diﬀerential gear,
8 -front left wheel, 9 -front right wheel, 10 -rear diﬀerential gear, 11 -rear left wheel, 12 -rear right wheel, 13 -accelerator
(throttle) pedal, 14 -HST control, 15 -shift control
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4.3 Diesel engine model
Mathematical and physical modeling of diesel engine (in Figure 4.3 number 1 ) is extensive
task. The developed models diﬀer and depend on the model application. The models
of engine control unit are usually very detailed. The engine models for complex system
simulation are less detailed. The most of the engine models are based on the measured
characteristics.
The modeling of turbocharged diesel engine is more complicated then modeling of petrol
engine because the diesel engine design is more complex. Relatively accurate and detailed
model was developed by Yanakiev and Kannellakopoulos [28]. This model is a base for
another works. Comparatively detailed model was modeled by Strandh [23]. The author
stated that the created petrol engine is more stable then diesel engine model. Another works
were developed by Biteus [4] and Zackrisson [29]. The theory of combustion engines (CE)
is analyzed by Kiencke and Nielsen [11]. A necessity of measured characteristics is prime
disadvantage of the previous works.
Simpler models were developed by Tinker [24] and Donald [7]. Donald modeled complex
powertrain model of racing vehicle only with petrol engine. A useful work was created by
Zackrisson [29] in Dymola language. The combustion engines were also modeled by [18] Rill
and Mussaeus [16].
For purposes of modeling related to MWM powertrain it is required to develop simple
and fast model. Also in reality it is diﬃcult to get the engine characteristics and parameters.
For this reason the created model has to use minimum of measured characteristics even by
decreasing accuracy. The modeling of diesel engine is based on the Newton's second law of
motion:
JCEω¨CE = TID − TCE, (4.1)
where the engine's moment of inertia JCE is considered as a constant, ωCE (nCE) is engine
speed.
The indicated shaft torque TID can be calculated as
TID = TCO − TFE, (4.2)
where TCO is a combustion torque and TFE is a friction torque (which cause friction losses
in engine).
The indicated torque TID can be also written as
TID = f(nCE, frCE), (4.3)
where frCE is relative fuel rack position.
An operating of diesel engine by driver requires a usage of controller. The diesel
engines are equipped with power or speed regulators. The most frequently used is the
speed controller. The demand of engine speed is set by position of accelerator pedal (fuel
rack). For this purpose a simple proportional speed regulator is used [14]. Nowadays there
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are more advanced control algorithms, which are implemented in the diesel engines. For
example RQV control (RQV is a description of the German Regler Menge Vestell), more
information about RQV are in [11] and [29].
The Equations (4.4) . . . (4.6) describing applied speed proportional regulator:
frCE = KCE· eCE, (4.4)
eCE = nCE − nDE, (4.5)
nDE = (nmax − nidl)· εCE· 0.01 + nidl, (4.6)
where KCE is a gain of regulator proportional, εCE is a position of accelerator pedal. The
maximal engine speed is nmax, the idling engine speed is nidl. The speed control deviation is
eCE and nDE is demanded engine speed.
The engine dynamic (pistons, piston rods, crankshaft) is modeled in Equation (4.1).
The dynamic of fuel injection is not included in this equation. If the dynamic of injection
(fuel transport delay) is not included in the model then the model results are unrealistic. For
injection dynamic simulation can be simple used transfer function. The primary problem of
transfer function is estimation of function parameters. Tinker [24] modeled fuel transport
delay by a following equation:
d
dt
frCE =
frPD − frCE
tfr
, (4.7)
where frPD represents actual fuel rack position in consideration of accelerator pedal position.
tfr is fuel transport delay. Both methods (transfer function and fuel delay) were approved.
The last model version uses fuel transport delay.
A speed regulator (RQV) [29] deﬁnes exact values of proportional gain. If the modeled
engine has the similar parameters as engine in [29] than characteristics from [29] can be
used in the model. These characteristics were implemented in the diesel engine model. The
modeled RQV regulator is based on the following equation:
KCE =
0, for nDE < nCE,
1, for eCE > ealw,
eCE
ealw
, otherwise,
(4.8)
where ealw is parameter determined from injected fuel, actual accelerator pedal position and
speed deviation eCE. The resulting ealw-map is shown in Figure 4.4 [29].
The developed model is prepared to engine braking mode where: TCO < TFE. Than the
indicated torque TID is negative and vehicle brakes. The engine's braking mode is controlled
by control unit. The braking torque (during maximal engine braking eﬀect) with neglected
temperature eﬀect can be written as
TID = f(nCE). (4.9)
The braking torque can be considered as linear as shown in Figure 4.5 [29]. The shue
(braking) torque map is estimated only from [14].
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Figure 4.4: Allowed speed diﬀerence
One of the most important requirements is modeling (estimating) of MWM fuel con-
sumption. The most of the models use measured characteristics. The fuel consumption
gCE can be written as a function: gCE = f(nCE, TID). The fuel consumption can be simple
estimated from this map as shown in ﬁgure 4.6 [13].
Diesel engine model is based on the previous equations. The equations inputs and out-
puts of these equations were modiﬁed according to diesel engine block as shown in Figure
4.3. The inputs and outputs in the MATLAB-Simulink (shown in Table 4.1) must be com-
patible with other Simulink blocks (subsystems). The diesel engine in Simulink is illustrated
in Figure A.1.
Diesel engine block allows simple setting of tunable parameters in subsystem mask
shown in Figure 4.7. User can simply set up: maximal engine power, minimal engine speed,
maximal engine speed, idling engine speed, minimal fuel consumption, fuel transport delay,
engine's moment of inertia and shue torque.
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Figure 4.5: Maximal and shue engine torque
Figure 4.6: Fuel consumption map
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Figure 4.7: Diesel subsystem mask
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DIESEL ENGINE
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Load torque from HG TCE N·m
Accelerator pedal position εCE %
OUTPUTS
Engine speed nCE min−1
Engine power PCE kW
Indicated torque TID N·m
Fuel consumption gCE l·h−1
Table 4.1: Diesel engine inputs and outputs1
4.4 Hydrostatic transmission model
The hydrostatic transmission model is based on the modeling of pump and motor. Other
important components of HST are charge pump, hoses, valves and control components. A
diﬃculty and size of the HST model depends on the detail level.
Carlosson developed very good HST model in a forest vehicle [5]. A hydrostatic trans-
mission focused on control was modeled by Carter [6], Prasetiawan [17] and Zhang [30]. The
basic mathematical description of pump (4.10) . . . (4.13) and motor (4.14) . . . (4.17) results
in the following equations:
ζP =
tan τ
tan τmax
, (4.10)
TP =
∆p.V Pmax.ζ
P
2.pi.ηPmh
, (4.11)
nP =
QP
V Pmax.ζ
P.ηPv
· 60, (4.12)
ηP =
PPh
PPm
=
QP.∆p
2pi.TP.nP
= ηPv .η
P
mh, (4.13)
ζM =
sin τ
sin τmax
, (4.14)
TM =
∆p.V Mmax.ζ
M.ηMmh
2.pi
, (4.15)
nM =
QM.ηMv
V Mmax.ζ
M
· 60, (4.16)
ηM = =
PMh
PMm
=
QM.∆p
2pi.TM.nM
= ηMv .η
M
mh, (4.17)
where ζP is regulation parameter, τ is swash plate or bent axis angle, TP is pump torque
(for selected conﬁguration TP = TCE), ∆p is pressure diﬀerence, V Pmax is maximal pump
1Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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displacement, nP is pump speed (for selected conﬁguration nP = nCE), QP is pump ﬂow,
ηPv is pump volume eﬃciency, η
P
mh is mechanical-hydraulic eﬃciency, P
P
h is pump hydraulic
power and PPm is pump mechanical power. Signs are analogical valid also for motor.
A determination of HST eﬃciency is a serious problem for HST modeling. A total eﬃ-
ciency is not constant and also it is not a function of one or two variables. The Sauer-Danfoss
pump/motor model uses function for eﬃciency determination based on measured data. For
this reason the Sauer-Danfoss model has a very good correspondence between simulated and
measured eﬃciencies.
Sauer-Danfoss swashplate pump and bent axis motor were selected for Telehandler ap-
plication. Particularly motor S51 with maximal displacement 110 cm3 and pump H1 with
maximal displacement 78 cm3 as shown in Figure 4.8. H1ump is axial piston pump with
swash plate design. S51 motor is axial piston motor with bent axis design. The application
of variable displacement pump/motor (primary and secondary regulation) allows decreasing
of fuel consumption. The HST model is shown in Figure A.2. The model inputs and outputs
in Simulink are represented in Table 4.2. In the ﬁnal model user has no access to model's
inside, because HST model was delivered in s-function form.
HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Speed from engine nCE min−1
Speed from clutch nHM min−1
Demand pump angle Pangle %
Demand motor angle Mangle %
OUTPUTS
Load torque to CE TCE N·m
Load torque to clutch THM N·m
Table 4.2: Hydrostatic transmission inputs and outputs2
a) b)
Figure 4.8: a)Sauer-Danfoss H1 pump, b)Sauer-Danfoss S51 motor [9], [22]
2Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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4.5 Gearbox and clutch model
The gearbox model (in Figure 4.3 number 5 ) can be developed by diﬀerent methods. The
ﬁrst method is based on excellent knowledge of gearbox design. This way was used by
Beckers [3] during hybrid drive modeling. For selected telehandler application the second
method is more suitable. It is based on the parameters obtained from producer catalogues
or measurements. The correct dynamic gearbox model requires knowledge of the following
parameters: gear ratio of speed gears, gearbox moment of inertia, gearbox stiﬀness and gear-
box damping. A determination of these parameters is very diﬃcult. This second method
was used by Tinker [24] and Donald [7].
With respect to powertrain concept, a clutch (which is commonly included in automatic
gearbox) does not need individual model. The clutch modeling is very diﬃcult and inaccu-
rate, because the clutch parameters are not available. If the clutch model is not included by
gear shift modeling than this fact must be considered by evaluation of results.
A simpler gearbox model, which does not use unknown stiﬀness and damping parame-
ters is required. Then this model is more static. It is suﬃcient for steady states simulation
and states, where the dynamic of gearbox is not important. This model type was modeled
by Guzzela [8] and by Mussaeus [16].
The basic gearbox equations are [8]:
TCL =
TGB
iGB· ηGB , (4.18)
TCL =
TGB
iGB
· ηGB, (4.19)
ωCL = ωCL· iGB, (4.20)
where TCL is torque acting from clutch to gearbox, TGB is torque acting from gearbox to
central diﬀerential gear. If the model of clutch is neglected then TCL = THM and nCL = nHM.
The iGB presents actual gear ratio and ηGB presents gearbox eﬃciency. The gearbox eﬃ-
ciency is the same for driving and braking mode.
The Equation (4.18) is valid for normal drive mode (vehicle is driving with the engine)
and the Equation (4.19) is valid for braking mode (vehicle is braking with the engine). The
control input GGB represents actual speed gear.
The equation's inputs and outputs were modiﬁed. The inputs and outputs in the
MATLAB-Simulink (shown in Table 4.3) must be compatible with other Simulink blocks
(subsystems). In the last Simulink model version an inﬂuence of gearbox inertia (shown in
Figure A.3) is implemented. The inﬂuence of gearbox inertia is modeled only by approxima-
tion of numerical derivation. However the real inﬂuence of this inertia on gearbox dynamics
must be considered carefully.
The gearbox block allows simple setting of tunable parameters in the subsystem mask.
User can simple set up: gearbox eﬃciency, gear ratios and other parameters,of which using
must be further detail tested in the future (for example inertia approximation . . . ). All
unveriﬁed parameters and setting are initially set to zero.
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GEARBOX
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Speed from transfer case nGB min−1
Torque from clutch TCL N·m
Actual speed gear GGB -
OUTPUTS
Speed to clutch nCL min−1
Load torque to central diﬀerential gear TGB N·m
Table 4.3: Gearbox inputs and outputs3
4.6 Central diﬀerential gear model
A central diﬀerential gear (in Figure 4.3 number 5 ) redistributes power between front and
rear vehicle axle. More information about central diﬀerential gears was written by Vlk [27]
and Rill [19]. Basic information about central diﬀerential gear is also described by Bauer [2]
and Tinker [24]. There are many types of central diﬀerential gears nowadays exist and the
central diﬀerential gears issue is relatively complex. The developed model is modeled as a
common central diﬀerential gear (without friction eﬀect, Haldex or Torsen clutch. . . ). This
model operates only in the locked and open mode.
The diﬀerential gear function is eliminated in the locked mode. In this case the diﬀer-
ential gear serves as a simple transfer case. The transfer case is used in tractors [2], when
the gear ratio between front and rear axle is constant. The second case is open mode. The
open diﬀerential mode is more convenient for implementation in Simulink. In this case (open
mode) the central diﬀerential gear fully performs its function. If the diﬀerential gear eﬃ-
ciency and gear inertia are neglected and if gear ratio equals one then following equations
can be written:
TGB·nGB = TTF·nTF + TTR·nTR, (4.21)
TTF =
TGB·nGB
iT·nTR + nTF , (4.22)
TGB = TTF + TTR, (4.23)
iT =
TTR
TTF
, (4.24)
nGB = nTF = nTR. (4.25)
The Equations (4.21) and (4.22) are based on the energy conversion law, which is valid
for diﬀerential gears in general. The locked diﬀerential gear is described by Equations (4.23),
(4.24) and (4.25). iT presents actual torque ratio between front and rear axle (the other labels
are corresponding with Figure 4.3). Generally the iT does not equal to one and then the
central diﬀerential gear is not symmetrical. For open central diﬀerential gear following can
be derived:
3Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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nGB =
nTF + nTR
2
, (4.26)
TGB = TTF + TTR, (4.27)
iT =
TTR
TTF
. (4.28)
The Equation (4.28) is the same as Equation (4.24). The diﬀerence is in the open mode
when iT is constant and in the locked mode when iT is a variable depending on the actual
axles coeﬃcients of traction.
A combination of the previous equations and equations from Chapter 4.5 (concretely
Equations (4.18) and (4.19)) allows modeling of open central diﬀerential gear in Simulink.
The locked diﬀerential gear is only approximated in regard of vehicle concept. The locked
mode approximation uses proportional torque regulator, which redistributes drive torque
between front and rear axle in such a way that the front and rear axle speed is the same.
The model implementation in the MATLAB-Simulink is shown in Figure A.4. The inputs
an outputs in Simulink (shown in Table 4.4) must be compatible with other Simulink blocks
(subsystems).
The model block of central diﬀerential gear allows simple setting of tunable parameters
in subsystem mask. User can simply set up: gear eﬃciency, gear ratio (ﬁnal gear ratio),
torque distribution ratio and other parameters or subsystems which using must be further
tested in the future (for example inertia approximation, diﬀerential gear locking . . . ). All
unveriﬁed parameters and setting are initially set to zero.
CENTRAL DIFFERENTIAL GEAR
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Speed from front diﬀerential gear/axle nTF min−1
Speed from rear diﬀerential gear/axle nTR min−1
Load torque from gearbox TGB N·m
OUTPUTS
Load torque to front diﬀerential gear/axle TTF N·m
Load torque to rear diﬀerential gear/axle TTR N·m
Speed to gearbox nGB min−1
Table 4.4: Central diﬀerential gear inputs and outputs4
4.7 Wheel model
Nowadays a wheel and tire modeling is one of the most complicated issues in the vehicle
simulations. The basic problem is exact determination of traction forces. For this reason
the wheel and tire modeling is the most diﬃcult part from powertrain modeling.
4Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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Figure 4.9: Forces acting on a wheel
The wheel in Figure 4.3 is illustrated by blocks number 9, 10, 11 and 12. A determina-
tion of tractive forces is necessary for vehicle's speed computing. The Figure 4.9 shows the
forces acting on a vehicle. From this ﬁgure following equation can be obtained [26]:
Jw
dω˙w
dt
= TT − TB − FL· rw − FZ· fr, (4.29)
where TT is the driving torque of a wheel, TB is the braking torque, FL is a tractive longi-
tudinal force. The wheel load FZ is normal force acting on the wheel/axle. Jw is a wheel
moment of inertia. The ωw is wheel speed, the rw is wheel radius. The rolling resistance
coeﬃcient is obtained from:
fr =
ew
rw
, (4.30)
where ew is a radius of rolling resistance. The fr parameters for various surfaces are shown
in Table 4.5 [26].
If the wheel spin is assumed then the Equation (4.29) contains two unknown variables:
FL and ω˙w. The traction force FL determination is complicated and the majority of developed
models use empirical knowledge. The Pacejka magix formula [1] and Burckhadt model [11]
are mostly used in vehicle simulations. For selected application the Burckhadt model is
chosen.It is simpler for longitudinal wheel slip alone. The Burckhadt model of wheel slip is
described by equations:
µL =
FL
FZ
, (4.31)
µL = c1· (1− e−c2·sL)− c3· sL, (4.32)
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where µL is a longitudinal friction coeﬃcient. The parameters c1, c2 and c3 are empirical
parameters various for diﬀerent surfaces obtained from Table 4.6 [11]. The sL is a longitudinal
wheel slip. The longitudinal friction coeﬃcient as a function of longitudinal slip is shown in
Figure 4.10.
Surface fr [-] Surface fr [-]
Asphalt 0.01-0.02 Grass 0.08-0.15
Concrete 0.015-0.025 Sand 0.15-0.30
Cobblestone 0.02-0.03 Snow 0.20-0.30
Field path - dry 0.04-0.15 Mud 0.20-0.40
Field path - wet 0.08-0.20 Ice 0.01-0.025
Table 4.5: Parameter sets for rolling co-eﬃcients [26]
Surface/parameter c1 [-] c2 [-] c3 [-]
Asphalt, dry 1.2801 23.99 0.52
Asphalt, wet 0.857 33.822 0.347
Concrete, dry 1.1973 25.168 0.5373
Cobblestones, dry 1.3713 6.4565 0.6691
Cobblestones, wet 0.4004 33.7080 0.1204
Snow 0.1946 94.129 0.0646
Ice 0.05 306.39 0
Table 4.6: Parameter sets for friction coeﬃcient characteristics-Burckhardt [11]
The wheel slip sL can be written as [11]:
sL =
ωw· rw − vCoG
vCoG
, (4.33)
sL =
ωw· rw − vCoG
ωw· rw , (4.34)
sL =
−(vCoG − rw·ωw)
rw· |ωw| . (4.35)
During vehicle driving ωw· rw > vCoG Equation (4.34) is valid, during vehicle braking
ωw· rw ≤ vCoG Equation (4.33) is valid. The Rill [18] derived wheel slip in Equation (4.35).
The block model in the MATLAB-Simulink (shown in Figure A.5) was developed by
implementation of previous equations. The inputs and outputs in Simulink (shown in Table
4.7) must be compatible with other Simulink blocks (subsystems). The developed wheel
block allows simple setting of tunable parameters in subsystem mask shown in Figure 4.11.
The user can simply set up: wheel surface type, rolling resistance coeﬃcient, wheel radius
and wheel moment of inertia.
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Figure 4.10: The longitudinal friction coeﬃcient µL as a function of longitudinal wheel slip
sL (for asphalt dry)
Figure 4.11: Wheel subsystem mask
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FRONT WHEEL (AXLE)
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Load torque from transfer case TTF N·m
Braking torque TBF N·m
Tire normal load FZF N
Vehicle (CoG) speed vCoG m·s−1
OUTPUTS
Wheel (axle) speed nTF min−1
Wheel (axle) longitudinal slip sLF -
Wheel (axle) longitudinal force FLF N
Table 4.7: Wheel model inputs and outputs - forward drive5
4.8 Vehicle body model
The vehicle dynamic is mainly analyzed by Vlk [26], Nielsen, Kiencke [11] and Rill [18]. Very
good models were developed by other authors too.
A simple 2D model (shown in Figure 4.12) is used for creating of vehicle dynamic model.
This model has 3 degrees of freedom and expects only forward or reverse vehicle drive. The
developed model is based on the following equations :
mCoG· v˙CoG = FLF + FLR −mCoG· g· sin θ − FAR, (4.36)
0 = FZF + FZR −mCoG· g· cos θ, (4.37)
0 = FZF.(lF + lR) + (FAR +mCoG· g· sin θ +m· v˙CoG)·hCoG − (4.38)
−lR·mCoG· g· cos θ.
The FLF and FLR are traction forces, FZF and FZR are normal forces acting on the axles.
The mCoG is a vehicle mass, θ is slope angle. The center of gravity (CoG) position is deﬁned
by lF , lR and hCoG dimensions. The FAR is a air resistance and vCoG is a vehicle speed.
The air resistance can be derived as:
FAR =
1
2
· ρA·CX·SX· v2CoG, (4.39)
where ρA is air density, CX is air resistance coeﬃcient and SX is vehicle cross sectional area.
The Equations (4.36), (4.37) and (4.38) can be rewritten what gives normal forces
determination [15]:
FZF =
hCoG· (FAR −mCoG· sin θ −mCoG· v˙CoG) + lR·mCoG· cos θ
lF + lR
, (4.40)
FZR =
−hCoG· (FAR −mCoG· sin θ −mCoG· v˙CoG) + lF·mCoG· cos θ
lF + lR
. (4.41)
5Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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Figure 4.12: Forces acting on vehicle's body
The previous equations were implemented in MATLAB-Simulink (shown in Figure A.6).
The inputs and outputs in Simulink (shown in Table 4.8) must be compatible with other
Simulink blocks (subsystems). The initial conditions are set to: vCoG = 0.001 m/s or ωFL =
0.001 rad/s. This simpliﬁcation increases simulation speed. The vehicle body block allows
simple setting of tunable parameters in subsystem mask shown in Figure 4.13. User can
simply set up: vehicle mass, center of gravity position and vehicle cross sectional area.
VEHICLE BODY
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Longitudinal force from front axle FLF N
Longitudinal force from rear axle FLR N
Slope θ rad
OUTPUTS
Front axle normal load FZF N
Rear axle normal load FZR N
Vehicle (CoG) trajectory x0 m
Vehicle (CoG) speed vCoG m·s−1
Vehicle (CoG) acceleration v˙CoG m·s−2
Table 4.8: Vehicle body inputs and outputs - forward drive6
6Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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Figure 4.13: Vehicle body subsystem mask
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42
5 Control algorithm of mobile
working machine
In the previous Chapter 4 mathematical and physical vehicle model was developed. This
model is necessary for design, testing and optimalization of HST control. The control options
of speed gears shift and diesel engine speed are assumed during HST control design. The
HST control design includes following steps:
1. Deﬁnition of machine working cycle.
2. Deﬁnition of powertrain control modes.
3. Selection of HST control.
(a) Selection of pump control.
(b) Selection of motor control.
4. Design of control algorithms for HST ( pump, motor ).
5. Optimalization of algorithms.
6. Connection of algorithms.
7. Testing of ﬁnal algorithm.
8. Veriﬁcation of simulations results.
5.1 Description of MWM working cycle
The working cycle of MWM must be deﬁned at the beginning of HST control design. The
working cycle of MWM can be divided to two modes:
• First mode is vehicle transportation to workstation.
• Second mode is working on workstation.
Because each type of MWM has characteristic working cycle, a universal working cycle
deﬁnition is impossible. For selected telehandler following modes are assumed: mode A
represents vehicle transportation to workstation (uphill and downhill driving) and mode B
represents working on workstation (stuﬀ loading and unloading) as it is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Working cycle - Mode A and Mode B, (1,4 - forward drive, 3,6 - reverse drive, 2
- loading, 5- unloading)
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5.2 Description of driving modes
Control modes of MWM are methods how to control the powertrain modes of MWM. In
vehicles equipped with HST it is possible to change driving mode according to driver or
safety demands. It is means that the driver can change MWM driving mode by pressing
correspondent button in dependence on current situation.
A regulation of pump and motor is typical for telescopic loaders (telehandlers), when
the pump and motor displacement is dependent on the diesel engine speed. The primary
regulation (regulation of pump) is active by lower engine speed. The secondary regulation
(regulation of motor) is active by the higher engine speed. The primary and secondary
regulation is not active together. During engine speed increasing the pump displacement
is increasing too (primary regulation). When all the options of primary regulation are ran
out, the secondary regulation starts to be involved, that it is mean that the displacement of
motor is reduced. By decreasing of the engine speed the HST control acts analogue.
Sophisticated control algorithms were developed by tractor producer Fendt (Vario
transmission) and John Deere (AutoPowr transmission) [2].
• Normal drive mode
• Optimal drive mode
Normal drive mode is shown in Figure 5.2. The speed is controlled by accelerator
pedal; the speed gear shift is controlled by joystick by this mode. The swashplate and bent
axis angles are linear dependent on the engine speed (as shown in Figure 5.3). The beginning
of secondary regulation (nps) is in 1600 min−1, where the maximal engine torque is available.
This setting of HST control allows secure machine operation. There is no focus on operation
costs. The working mode can be used in the working cycle or machine transportation to
workstation.
Optimal drive mode is shown in Figure 5.4. This driving mode allows vehicle control
only with joystick. The pump, motor, engine and gearbox are controlled in dependence on
driver demand. The swashplate and bent axis angles are linear dependent on the engine
speed (as shown in Figure 5.5). The beginning of secondary regulation is in 1100 min−1.
This value was adjusted by simulations. This setting of HST control allows decrease of
fuel consumption. It is optimal mode regarding operation costs. The working mode can be
used in the working cycle (the automatic gear shift is blocked) or machine transportation to
workstation.
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Figure 5.2: Normal drive mode: 1-Diesel engine, 2-Pump, 3-Motor, 4-Gearbox, 5-Accelerator
pedal control, 6-Microprocessor, 7-Joystick control
Figure 5.3: Normal drive mode : Pump αHG angle and Motor αHM angle vs CE speed
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Figure 5.4: Optimal drive mode: 1-Diesel engine, 2-Pump, 3-Motor, 4-Gearbox, 6-
Microprocessor, 7-Joystick control
Figure 5.5: Optimal drive mode : Pump αHG angle and Motor αHM angle vs CE speed
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5.3 Control of hydrostatic transmissions
The controlled pumps and motors must contain hydraulic, electric or electro-hydraulic con-
trol system. This control system drives swashplate angle, bent axis angle, valves etc. in
dependence on the input signals (current, pressure, voltage . . . ). Basic control options of
pump and motor are following:
• Two-position control.
• Multi-position control.
• Proportional control (continuous control).
The Sauer-Danfoss oﬀers about 5 types of control for selected H1 (frame 78 cm3) pump.
For example: Electrical Displacement Control (EDC) ,Forward-Neutral-Reverse electric
control (FNR) and Non Feedback Proportional Electric Control (NFPE). Designated control
types are manufactured for 12 V and 24 V vehicle variants [9].
The selected Sauer-Danfoss motor S51 (frame 110 cm3) can be combined with 14 con-
trol types approximately. For example: Electro-hydraulic Two-Position Control (E1B),
Hydraulic Two-Position Control (TH), Electro-hydraulic Proportional Control (D8M1). Des-
ignated control types are manufactured for 12 V and 24 V vehicle variants [22].
5.4 Selection of pump control
The most suitable control type for our purposes is electric proportional control. This con-
trol type allows continuous change of pump displacement. Based on previous demands the
Electrical Displacement Control (EDC) - A3 control was chosen for 24 V variant of vehicle
(parameters are shown in Table 5.1).
Electrical Displacement Control Principle: The Electrical Displacement Control
(EDC) consists of a pair of proportional solenoids on each side of a three position, four-way
porting spool. The proportional solenoid applies a force input to the spool, which ports
hydraulic pressure to either side of a double acting servo piston. Diﬀerential pressure across
the servo piston rotates the swashplate, changing the pump's displacement from full dis-
placement in one direction to full displacement in the opposite direction. EDC Operation
HI EDC is current driven control (as shown in Figure 5.6) requiring a Pulse Width
Modulated (PWM) signal. Pulse width modulation allows more precise control of current to
the solenoids. The PWM signal causes the solenoid pin to push against the porting spool,
which pressurizes one side of the servo piston, while draining the other. Pressure diﬀerential
across the servo piston moves the swashplate. A swashplate feedback link, opposing control
links, and a linear spring provide swashplate position force feedback to the solenoid. The
control system reaches equilibrium when the position of the swashplate exactly balances the
input command from the operator (solenoid). As hydraulic pressures in the operating loop
changes with load, the control assembly and servo/swashplate system work constantly to
maintain the commanded position of the swashplate.
When the control input signal is either lost or removed, or if there is a loss of charge
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pressure, the spring-loaded servo piston will automatically return the pump to the neutral
position [9].
Figure 5.6: Pump displacement vs. control current [9]
Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit
Voltage 24 V Coil resistance at 20◦C 14.20 Ω
Threshold current (+/-) 350 mA Coil resistance at 80◦C 17.52 Ω
End current (+/-) 820 mA PWM frequency range 70 to 200 Hz
Maximum current 920 mA Recommended PWM freq. 100 Hz
Rated power 18 W Inductance 140 mH
Table 5.1: H1 A3 EDC Electrical Speciﬁcations [9]
5.5 Selection of motor control
The most suitable control type for our purposes is electric proportional (electro-hydraulic)
control. This control type allows continuous change of motor displacement as well as pump
control. According to Sauer-Danfoss catalogue [22] for telehandler application Electro-
hydraulic Proportional Control is used. Since 24 V vehicle variant is expected, D8 type
(parameters are shown in Table 5.2) is chosen.
Electro-hydraulic Proportional Control principle: Displacement can be changed
electrohydraulically (as shown in Figure 5.7) under load in response to an electrical signal
from minimum displacement to maximum displacement and vice versa. The displacement
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changes are proportional to the electrical signal. The electrical signal must be a pulse-width
modulated (PWM) signal [22].
Electro-hydraulic Proportional Control is equipped with Pressure Compensator Override
(PCOR). The control can be overridden by PCOR using high loop pressure. When the high
pressure level equals to PCOR start pressure setting, the PCOR valve is activated.The motor
displacement increases. This causes decreasing of system pressure to acceptable value and
ensures optimal power utilization throughout the entire displacement range of the motor.
PCOR start pressure is adjustable from 110 to 370 bar [22].
Electro-hydraulic Proportional Control should be equipped with Hydraulic Brake Pres-
sure Defeat system or Electric Brake Pressure Defeat system. Brake Pressure defeat is not
important for our simulations.
Figure 5.7: Motor displacement vs. control current [22]
Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit
Voltage 24 V Coil resistance at 20◦C 21.2 Ω
Start current (+/-) 320 mA Coil resistance at 80◦C NA Ω
End current (+/-) 594 mA PWM frequency range 100 to 200 Hz
Maximum current 750 mA Recommended PWM freq. 100 Hz
Rated power NA W Inductance NA mH
Table 5.2: S51 D8 Electrical Speciﬁcations [22]
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5.6 Control algorithm model
The developed HST control is based on the previously mentioned driving modes. In the
normal driving mode vehicle speed is controlled by accelerator pedal. The demanded engine
speed is output from control block (subsystem) to diesel engine. The engine speed feedback
is used for displacement control of pump and motor (as shown in Figure 5.2). A shift of
speed gear upwards is realized with forward joystick movement and a shift of speed gear
downwards is realized with reverse joystick movement.
The optimal drive mode operates like a normal mode but with two diﬀerences. First
diﬀerence is in the way how the vehicle speed (CE speed) is set. The speed in the optimal
mode is controlled by joystick. The swashplate angle and bent axis angle dependence on
the engine speed is shown in Figure 5.4. Second diﬀerence is automatic speed gear shift in
the optimal drive mode. The automatic speed gear shift is dependent on the engine speed
analogous to pump and motor displacement. It can be switched oﬀ.
Both drive modes are prepared to reversal drive and braking with HST. During reversal
drive the displacement of pump is opposite. The developed model of HST control is shown
in Figure A.7. The inputs and outputs in Simulink (shown in Table 5.3) must be compatible
with other Simulink blocks (subsystems).
The model block of HST allows simple setting of tunable parameters in subsystem mask.
User can simply set up: HST linear regulation curve and speciﬁcations of gear shift control
in the optimal drive mode.
HST CONTROL
Signal Description Symbol Unit
INPUTS
Control drive mode Control -
Work mode (for Optimal drive mode) Work ON/OFF -
Engine speed nCE min−1
Joystick position β %
Accelerator pedal position εCE %
Reverse drive reverse -
Brake pedal position γ %
OUTPUTS
HG angle αHG %
HM angle αHM %
Actual gear GGB -
Accelerator pedal position εCE %
Front axle brake torque TBF N·m
Rear axle brake torque TBR N·m
Table 5.3: Diesel engine inputs and outputs1
1Green color match with Simulink inputs and magenta color match with Simulink outputs.
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6 Mobile working machine model
simulation
6.1 Model testing of mobile working machine
Model simulation consists of several types of simulation. Because of large number of simu-
lations only some simulations (tests) and working cycles (Mode A, Mode B) were selected.
The used simulation parameters are shown in Table A.1. The model (for simulations/tests)
is combined from blocks created in Simulink. The model consists of: diesel engine block,
HST block, gearbox block, central diﬀerential gear block, wheel blocks and control block as
shown in Figure A.8.
Kick-down simulation (shown in Figure 6.1) - is basic test of kick-down (driver pushes
the accelerator pedal to the ﬂoor) response. During simulation the ﬁrst speed gear is en-
gaged. At the beginning of the simulation the accelerator pedal is t pushed to the ﬂoor
(kick-down) rapidly. The vehicle uses almost all engine power. A reaching of the maximal
engine power and speed is impossible because of proportional control which is used for speed
regulation.
Simulation of vehicle's acceleration and deceleration (shown in Figure 6.2) - is
simulation which tests response of system to sequential accelerating and decelerating com-
mands. During simulation the ﬁrst speed gear is engaged, the vehicle is not loaded, and it
drives on ﬁeld path. The normal drive mode is selected. The vehicle speed copies diesel
engine speed like in the previous kick-down test.
Maximal speed simulation (shown in Figure 6.2) simulates vehicle maximal speed
response. During simulation the vehicle is not loaded and it drives on ﬁeld path. The normal
drive mode is selected. At the beginning of the simulation the accelerator pedal is rapidly
pushed to the ﬂoor. After reaching of maximal speed by ﬁrst gear, the gear shifts to higher
gear. During the speed gear shift the engine speed shallow oscillates a little bit. It is caused
by step gear ratio change.
The basic vehicle testing showed that model's behavior is realistic also by intuitive pre-
sumptions and MWM producer's data. Speciﬁc limitations of speed gear shift and vehicle
start must be taken into account during simulation results evaluation. Front and rear wheels
slip oscillating and following torque oscillations are typical for vehicle start as shown in
Figure 6.2. These undesirable oscillations are caused by structure of equations used in the
powertrain model.
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Figure 6.1: Kick-down simulation - gear number 1 and normal drive mode
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Figure 6.2: Accelerating and decelerating simulation - gear number 1 and normal drive mode
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Figure 6.3: Maximal speed simulation - ﬁeld path
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6.2 Comparison between simulated results and results
of other authors
The model veriﬁcation can be considered adequate only in comparison with measured data.
The measure data is not available now. For this reason it is necessary to confront simulated
results with results of other authors. However there are only few simulation results for
comparison. For this purpose simulation results from Tinker [24] are taken. Tinker simulated
powertrain of Caterpillar wheel loader. His simulation results are compared with measured
data as shown in Figure 6.4. As it is shown in this ﬁgure forward and reverse drives are
simulated. The ﬁrst graph represents position of accelerator pedal [%], the second graph
represents current gear number [-], the third graph represents engine speed [min−1], the next
graph represents wheel speed [min−1] and the last graph represents torque
from wheels [Nm].
The simulation of selected machine is shown in Figure 6.5. The last two graphs are
speed and torque of front wheels/axle.
With respect to diﬀerent MWM design and selected telehandler it is impossible to
compare absolute values. Another problem is an unavailability of some parameters and
signiﬁcant diﬀerences (for example vehicle weight) between compared vehicles. Therefore
only shapes of characteristics can be compared. The tendencies of simulated characteristics
are almost identical as shown in Figure 6.5 and 6.4. Based on this comparison, it can be
assumed that simulated results are realistic, oﬀ course with respect to previously mentioned
problematic areas of control and vehicle's acceleration.
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Figure 6.4: Caterpillar wheel loader - simulation and test results [24]58
6.2: Comparison between simulated results and results of other authors
Figure 6.5: Telehandler simulation for comparison with Tinker's results
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6.3 Working cycle simulation - Mode A
A testing of vehicle's simulation model according to mode A is shown in Figure 5.1. The
vehicle was tested for various driver demands and various speeds. The road surface was
assumed to be a dry ﬁeld road. The MWM was unloaded. During the testing of simulation
model by normal drive mode a change of speed gear in 4th second was simulated. The
optimal drive mode shifted speed gears automatically in dependence on diesel engine speed.
The demanded engine speed was set up by accelator pedal (in optimal drive mode by joystick)
to demand values according to Table 6.1. Figure 6.6 represents simulation by selected vehicle
NORMAL DRIVE MODE
Demanded CE speed [min−1] Fuel consumption [l] Range time [s]
1500 0.1610 280.5
1800 0.1322 150.3
2000 0.1216 98.4
2200 0.1246 61.6
OPTIMAL DRIVE MODE
Demanded CE speed [min−1] Fuel consumption [l] Range time [s]
1500 0.1874 398.0
1800 0.1141 110.6
2000 0.1150 77.1
2200 0.1083 51.5
OPTIMAL vs NORMAL DRIVE MODE
Demanded CE speed [min−1] Fuel consumption [%] Range time [%]
1500 +16.4 +41.9
1800 -13.7 -26.4
2000 -5.4 -21.6
2200 -13.1 -16.4
Table 6.1: Normal and optimal control algorithm comparison for test range - Mode A
parameters during mode A. In this simulation the normal drive mode of powertrain control
is active (vehicle/engine speed is set up by accelerator pedal). Figure 6.7 represents previous
simulation with optimal drive mode of powertrain control (vehicle/engine speed is set up by
joystick).
The Table 6.1 represents comparison between normal drive mode and optimal drive
mode during mode A simulation. As it is shown in this ﬁgure the drive mode (setting of HST
control) can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence vehicle performance and operating costs. On the basis
of intuitive premises and accessible information of telescopic loader's from manufacturers,
obtained results can be considered as realistic. The simulation results must be considered
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carefully at the beginning of simulation. According to Table 6.1 it can be deduced, that
for higher engine speed (vehicle speed) the optimal drive is more suitable in working cycle -
Mode A.
Figure 6.6: Mode A simulation - Normal drive mode - ﬁeld path
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Figure 6.7: Mode A simulation - Optimal drive mode - ﬁeld path
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6.4 Working cycle simulation - Mode B
The testing of MWM powertrain model according to working cycle - mode B is shown in
Figure 5.1. The road surface was assumed to be a ﬁeld road. Inﬂuence of cornering drive was
neglected. The work function (loading soil with dipper) was simulated as force load (2000
N) acting on the vehicle last two meters of forward vehicle drive by loading the soil. The
vehicle load from soil's weight was simulated as a vehicle's mass increase (+500 kg) from
the moment of loading till unloading as illustrated in Figure 5.1. During the simulation the
ﬁrst speed gear was engaged. The demanded engine speed was set up by accelerator pedal
(in optimal drive mode by joystick). The maximal demanded value of the engine speed was
2000 min−1. The characteristic of demanded engine speed was set up so that the vehicle
could drive required distance without using mechanical brakes.
NORMAL DRIVE MODE
Loading resistance [N] Load [kg] Fuel consumption [l] Range time [s]
2000 (13m-15m) 500 (15m-45m) 0.0356 70
OPTIMAL DRIVE MODE
Loading resistance [N] Load [kg] Fuel consumption [l] Range time [s]
2000 (13m-15m) 500 (15m-45m) 0.0276 62
OPTIMAL vs NORMAL DRIVE MODE
Loading resistance [N] Load [kg] Fuel consumption [%] Range time [%]
2000 (13m-15m) 500 (15m-45m) -22.5 -11.4
Table 6.2: Normal and optimal control algorithm comparison for tested range - Mode B
The results of simulation for mode B and normal drive mode (engine speed is set up by
accelerator pedal) are shown in Figure 6.8. The Figure 6.9 represents results of the same
test but for optimal drive mode (engine speed is set up by joystick).
Analogous to previous tests obtained results can be considered as realistic (with respect
to used parameters and equations). The test results must be again considered carefully at
the beginning of simulation. An inﬂuence of the loading and weight increase was minimal.
The diﬀerences can be detected only by detailed search.
The Table 6.2 represents comparison between normal drive mode and optimal drive
mode during mode (working cycle) B simulation. Drive mode (setting of HST control) again
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced simulation results. The loading with enabled optimal drive mode
signiﬁcantly decreased fuel consumption and loading cycle time.
From this and previous tests we can assume that the reduction of fuel consumption
can be done by suitable modiﬁcation of pump and motor control characteristics. It can be
deduced, that the HST setting in the optimal drive is more suitable. For selected application
and testing cycles the using of primary regulation is more suitable for lower engine speed
and smaller speed range.
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Figure 6.8: Mode B simulation - Normal drive mode - ﬁeld path
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Figure 6.9: Mode B simulation - Optimal drive mode - ﬁeld path
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7 Conclusion and future work
In this thesis the mathematical and physical model of four wheel vehicle powertrain was
created. Individual subsystems: diesel engine, hydrostatic transmission, gearbox, central
diﬀerential gear, wheels, vehicle chassis and control were modeled separately by blocks.
Modular structure increased speed and eﬃciency of MWM powertrain modeling. The
individual blocks were created in MATLAB-Simulink program. A model of each subsystem
(block) was equipped with mask, what increased user's comfort of parameters setting.
Detailed modeling of subsystem dynamics is diﬃcult and imprecise because of model
complexity and diﬃculties by acquiring of some parameters. For example the tire modeling
is one of the most diﬃcult ﬁelds of vehicle's modeling nowadays. Almost all modeled
subsystems are non-linear.
The developed model shows strong non-linear behavior, which decelerates simulation
mainly at the beginning.
The designed linear control algorithm shows relatively promising results. But it is still
only base conception of the control algorithm. All performed simulations show acceptable
results however in some cases (start, gear shift) it is necessary to consider physical and
mathematical complexity of model's structure. During the simulation, it is important to
know relationships and principles behind the user interface of these blocks, otherwise the
simulation results can be misinterpreted by the engineer.
Developed models of subsystem contain some options, whose using is not conﬁrmed yet
(approximation of derivation, . . . ). The tendency of this application settings results from
need of including the inertia during acceleration
In the future, it is necessary to continue with developing of new blocks of drive and
control and also with debugging of the initial conditions and parameter settings. Many of
these were only guessed because of unavailability. This work provides good base for further
model development of mobile working machine.
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List of Symbols
Symbol Description Unit
C
c- Burckhadt coeﬃcients -
CX air resistance coeﬃcient -
E
ealw Allowed speed diﬀerence min−1
ew Rolling resistance radius m
eCE Control deviation of engine speed min−1
F
fr Rolling resistance coeﬃcient -
frCE Relative fuel rack position -
frPD Actual fuel rack position -
Fmax Maximal tractive force N
Fw Total tractive force N
FAR Air resistance force N
FL Longitudinal tractive force N
FLF Front longitudinal tractive force N
FLR Rear longitudinal tractive force N
FZ Wheel normal force N
G
gCE Fuel consumption g· kW−1· h−1
GGB Actual speed gear -
H
hCoG Height of CoG m
I
i1 First speed gear ratio -
i2 Second speed gear ratio -
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List of Symbols
iGB Gearbox ratio -
iT Torque distribution ratio of central diﬀerential gear -
J
JCE Engine moment of inertia kg·m2
Jw Wheel moment of inertia kg·m2
K
KCE Proportional gain of engine speed regulator -
L
lF Distance between front axle and CoG m
lR Distance between rear axle and CoG m
M
mCoG Vehicle mass kg
N
nidl Engine idling speed min−1
nmax Engine maximal speed min−1
nps Speed when secondary regulation start min−1
nCE Engine speed min−1
nCL Speed from gearbox min−1
nDE Demanded engine speed min−1
nHM Speed to pump (hydromotor) min−1
nTF Speed from front diﬀerential gear/axle min−1
nTR Speed from rear diﬀerential gear/axle min−1
nM Motor speed min−1
nP Pump speed min−1
nMmax Maximal motor speed min
−1
nPmax Maximal pump speed min
−1
P
p Pressure Pa
Pmax Maximal engine power W
PMC Motor corner power W
PMh Motor hydraulic power W
PMm Motor mechanical power W
PPh Pump hydraulic power W
PPm Pump mechanical power W
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List of Symbols
Q
QM Motor ﬂow m3·s−1
QP Pump ﬂow m3·s−1
R
rw Wheel radius m
RGM Gearing mechanism gear ratio -
RHST Hydrostatic transmission gear ratio -
RM Motor gear ratio -
RP Pump gear ratio -
S
sL Longitudinal slip -
SX Vehicle cross sectional area m2
T
tfr Fuel transport delay s
TCL Torque from clutch N·m
TCO Engine combustion torque N·m
TB Wheel braking torque N·m
TFE Engine friction torque N·m
TGB Torque to central diﬀerential gear N·m
THM Torque from pump (hydromotor) N·m
TID Engine indicated torque N·m
TT Wheel driving torque N·m
TTF torque to front diﬀerential gear/axle N·m
TTR Torque to rear diﬀerential gear/axle N·m
TM Motor torque N·m
TP Pump torque N·m
TMmax Motor maximal torque N·m
TWmax Wheel maximal torque N·m
V
vCoG Vehicle (CoG) speed m·s−1
vmax Maximal vehicle (CoG) speed m·s−1
v1max Maximal vehicle ﬁrst gear speed m·s−1
v2max Maximal second ﬁrst gear speed m·s−1
V Mmax Maximal motor displacement m
3
V Pmax Maximal pump displacement m
3
V Pmin Minimal pump displacement m
3
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List of Symbols
Z
Z Number of speed gears -
Greek
αHG Pump swashplate angle %
αHM Motor bent axis angle %
δ Grade ability %
εCE Position of accelerator pedal %
ζM Motor regulation parameter -
ζP Pump regulation parameter -
ηGB Gearbox eﬃciency -
ηHST Hydrostatic transmission (HST) eﬃciency -
ηM Motor eﬃciency -
ηMmh Motor mechanical-hydraulic eﬃciency -
ηMv Motor volume eﬃciency -
ηP Pump eﬃciency -
ηPmh Pump mechanical-hydraulic eﬃciency -
ηPv Pump volume eﬃciency -
θ Slope angle rad
µL Longitudinal friction coeﬃcient -
ρA Air density kg· m−3
τ Swashplate or bent axis angle ◦
τmax Maximal swashplate or bent axis angle ◦
ωCE Engine speed rad· s−1
ωw Wheel speed rad· s−1
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List of Abbreviations
CE Combustion engine
CoG Center of gravity
HST Hydrostatic transmission
MWM Mobile working machine
NA Not available
PWM Pulse width modulation
RQV Speed regulator (Regler Menge Vestell)
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Figure A.1: Diesel engine model in Simulink
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Figure A.2: HST model in Simulink (Sauer-Danfoss)
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Figure A.3: Gearbox model in Simulink
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Figure A.4: Central diﬀerential gear model in Simulink
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Figure A.5: Wheel model in Simulink
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Figure A.6: Car body in Simulink
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Figure A.7: HST control in Simulink
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Figure A.8: Complex vehicle model in Simulink
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Appendix
A.2 Simulation parameters
VEHICLE PARAMETERS
Vehicle mass kg 7000
Vehicle load kg 500
Loading resistance N 2000
Distance from front axle to CoG m 1.5
Distance from rear axle to CoG m 1.5
Height of CoG m 0.7
Air resistance coeﬃcient - 0.9
Cross sectional area of vehicle m2 5
WHEEL PARAMETERS
Surface type (approximation) - asphalt wet
Rolling resistance - 0.05
Wheel radius m 0.5
Wheel/axle moment of inertia kg·m2 100
CENTRAL DIFFERENTIAL GEAR PARAMETERS
Central diﬀerential gear ratio (ﬁnal gear) - 20
Front axle torque distribution % 50
Rear axle torque distribution % 50
Gear eﬃciency - 0.9
GEARBOX PARAMETERS
Gearbox gear ratio 1st - 3.5
Gearbox gear ratio 2st - 1
Gear eﬃciency - 0.9
HST PARAMETERS
Default setting - -
DIESEL ENGINE PARAMETERS
Maximal CE power kW 75
Maximal CE speed min−1 2400
Minimal CE speed min−1 650
Idling CE speed min−1 850
Minimal fuel consumption g·kW−1·h−1 210
Engine moment of inertia kg·m2 1
Fuel rack time delay s 0.1
Maximal brake power % 60
Minimal brake power % 10
Table A.1: Used tunable parameters for simulations
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